Data, Data Everywhere

THIS FUTURE EXPANDED...

Thought Experiment 1: World 1

1. TEACHING MACHINES
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ѧѧ Interpretation of learner analytics becomes the core skill
for teaching and support staff, as student data-profiling
becomes highly advanced. Multiple student data-streams
include facial and emotion recognition in class, linked
public and health data and in some instances data drawn
directly from new brain-computer interface technologies.
ѧѧ Generic, online learning support at point of need replaces
subject expert-based pedagogies for all but the highestpaying students.
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IN THIS WORLD...
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Accelerated datafication of everyday life and the
normalisation of ubiquitous surveillance makes
quantification, measurability and trackability the key
markers of value. Data-driven decision making across all
sectors positions STEM and data science at the top of the
disciplinary hierarchy.

2. PAY AS YOU GO
ѧѧ The university has created several flexible pricing models
to remain internationally competitive. Students can pay for
differing levels of support, and are charged on a per-course,
pay-as-you-go basis.
ѧѧ Self-driven learning is the cheapest option: the more
mentor time students require, the more they pay.
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Higher education shifts toward a focus on provision at
the point of need, with timely routes to accreditation
in particular skills areas taking priority over extended
periods of study within co-located communities of
scholarship. The sector becomes diversified with online
education, unbundled curricula, competency-based
programmes, micro-learning and ‘stackable degrees’ –
often offered by private universities, for-profit platforms
and industry bodies – argued to bring increased
affordability and accessibility.

3. ACCREDITATION OVER A LIFETIME
ѧѧ It is common for people to be in education across all stages
of life, building portfolios of micro-accreditation over the
lifecourse.
ѧѧ The University offers credit for its own courses, but also
assigns credit earned from a wide range of other providers,
including industry and for-profit platforms.

Tighter borders and immigration controls in the UK,
rising demand for higher education, high costs of living
in elite university cities and increased competition for
international students put pressure on universities to
offer new ways of extending global reach, often through
digital means. A divide has emerged between high-paying
students who are largely based on-campus, and students
on ‘tutor-light’ pathways delivered primarily to distance
learners.

4. MEASURING EXPERIENCE
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THIS FUTURE, THIS UNIVERSITY

ѧѧ While the University aims to enable experience-rich
learning, particularly for the highest-paying students,
it is under pressure to account for the quality of these
experiences.
ѧѧ Compliance data requirements from government drive
acceleration of the general culture of datafication and
quantification.
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5. PROGRAMMED DIVERSITY
Global 			Online			Marketised
Flexible			Divided			Compliant
Data-dependent

ѧѧ Diversity is structured into the student experience, as
smart algorithms ‘intelligently’ build cohorts, intentionally
mixing up students from different economic, cultural and
national backgrounds.

6. PERSONALISATION
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ѧѧ Students are able to personalise learning content via
more flexible curricular pathways. Expert recommender
systems based on their personal profiles assist them in this,
alongside intelligent artificial agents.
ѧѧ Expert human academic input into this process is available
to higher paying students.

OUR VALUES IN THIS WORLD...

VALUE 1, EXPERIENCE OVER ASSESSMENT

VALUE 2, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

VALUE 3, RELATIONSHIPS OVER INSTRUCTION

VALUE 4, PARTICIPATION AND TRANSPARENCY

7. GLOBAL REACH

ѧѧ Datafication has driven marketisation and vice versa,
creating a divide between students accessing affordable,
tutor-light education supported by data-driven personalised
services, and those who can afford to pay for human tutorled, subject-expert mentored pathways. ‘Experience’ looks
very different for these two groups.
ѧѧ Measurement through data is ubiquitous across all
activity, so experience can only be defined in relation to this.
It isn’t possible to separate the two. All assessment is driven
by data.

ѧѧ Tighter borders create an imperative to design new ways
of building diversity among the student and staff body,
using data profiles to cluster individual students to enable
challenging and stimulating learning experiences.
ѧѧ In an inverse of the now widely-discredited social media
echo-chambers of the early 21st century, the university
has devised technologies which curate highly diverse peer
groups, enabling wide exposure to multiple worldviews.
ѧѧ The main focus of inclusivity in this world is global reach,
rather than local widening of participation.

ѧѧ Dialogic, intensive teaching from subject experts is core
to the experience of higher paying students. Students on
‘tutor-light’ tracks are largely dependent on international
peer groups and intelligent agents: automated dialogue is,
however, highly sophisticated.

ѧѧ Transparency is challenging to achieve in a highly
datafied world, in which much of the student experience is
determined by algorithmic decision making and routine,
invisible surveillance. However, a focused programme of
work on explainable AI, data ethics and student data literacy
has created a relatively transparent system for student
support at Edinburgh.
ѧѧ Participatory design of learning is highly valued and wellsupported by expert mentors for higher-paying students.
Those on ‘tutor-light’ tracks also have flexibility at a
programme level, being able to ‘stack’ their learning by
taking courses from multiple providers.

ѧѧ The University has allocated a large portion of its
resources to online learning, with data-driven approaches
to determining student pathways and student support
assisted by proprietary AIs.
ѧѧ In this way it draws very large numbers of international
students into its community despite restrictions on
immigration. Most of these students study STEM disciplines.
ѧѧ Its global reach and technological capability support
multiple strong collaborations with industry, a capability
that becomes a core part of the University’s brand and USP.

